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We simulated the performance of a diesel PHEV equipped with DOC/SCR

- The SCR catalyst studied here is predicted to achieve 76%-85% NOx reduction for the hypothetical baseline PHEV case
- The DOC reduces CO/HC emissions and improves SCR function by converting NO to NO₂, but slows SCR thermal response
- Thermal insulation can reduce SCR sensitivity to cold-start events and improve NOx and NH₃ slip control

SCR Experimental Protocol

\[ 4NH_3 + 4NO + O_2 \Rightarrow 4N_2 + 6H_2O \]
\[ 2NH_3 + NO + NO_2 \Rightarrow 2N_2 + 3H_2O \]
\[ 4NH_3 + 3NO_2 \Rightarrow 3.5N_2 + 6H_2O \]